
World's Largest Vehicle Parts Supplier
Stops "Re-Inventing the Wheel"
Alliance Automotive Group have saved insurmountable amounts
of time and money by not having to write custom scripts.

SOLUTION

INDUSTRY

Supply and distribution of
aftermarket light and
commercial vehicle parts.

CHALLENGES

No governance or control
over current automated file
transfer.
The use of custom scripting.
A lack of GDPR application to
file transfer workflows.
The need to standardise
across all business units and
subsidiaries.
Significant instances of
human error where processes
are human led.

The Environment
Alliance Automotive Group forms the largest supplier of aftermarket consumer and commercial
vehicle parts, in the UK, Europe and in the US as part of The Genuine Parts Company. Through
their network of wholly-owned subsidiaries in the UK alone, they have over 200 locations, twenty
regional distribution centres and five national distribution centres - with over 200,000 SKUs.

"Today we have almost 3,000 members of staff, with about 50 of those in the IT department.
After a period of acquisitions and mergers, we are now in the process of consolidating systems
and services" - Chris Tranter, Technical Services Manager.

With thousands of orders to process and fulfill daily - often on a same-day basis - it is
imperative to Alliance Automotive Group that processes are smooth, harmonised and as
efficient as possible.

The Challenge
Over the past thirty years, Alliance Automotive
Group has grown from two branches to over 200
locations and twenty-five distribution centres. In
that time, it has acquired a number of
subsidiaries and has been acquired itself, by the
Genuine Parts Company in 2017.

"One of the major challenges for us was a lack of
control over incoming files. We found it difficult to
audit workflows and files were being lost. This
meant we were constantly 'chasing our tails' and
unable to support the business sufficiently", said
Chris Tranter

In particular, Alliance Automotive had spent a lot of time and effort in creating custom
integrations for various business workflows, through custom script writing. Which had no
centralised governance and didn't meet the GDPR requirements of the business.

One of the major
challenges for us
was the lack of
control over
incoming files.

BENEFITS

Full auditability of file
movements and automated
workflows.
Eliminate the need to create
custom integration scripts
and code.
Community-led forums and
support for tips, tricks and
assistance.
Saved significant time and
resource.



After selecting MOVEit Automation as the winning solution, it took just one-
day for Alliance Automotive to install the software and get to work creating
automated workflows. 
 
"Immediately we were able to set up workflows which would replace scripts
that were picking up B2B files from multiple locations, sorting them and
delivering them to the correct destinations", said Chris Tranter. "This has
gone onto speed up processes, eliminate mistakes from processes which
were human led previously and has helped us to save time and resource
by no longer writing custom integration scripts and code", he went onto
say.

With the assistance of multi award-winning and Progress titanium partner, Advanced Cyber Solutions, Alliance Automotive set
about evaluating MOVEit Automation against their list of requirements. "Advanced Cyber Solutions provided us with a five-star
service", said Chris Tranter. "We evaluated a number of solutions, including another solution which was being used elsewhere in
the business, but it was MOVEit Automation which provided the best fit for our requirements", he went on to say.

The flexibility of the scripting language - supporting full PowerShell scripting.

Peer-reviewed and a good community for tips and support.

Various deployment models, including on-premise software, dedicated editions for cloud hosts such as Microsoft

Azure and a SaaS cloud edition.

Pricing was within the their budgetary boundaries.

MOVEit Automation
has helped us to save
time and resource by
no longer writing
custom integration
scripts and code.

The Solution
Alliance Automotive Group started to evaluate a number of solutions in 2019, in order to find a solution which could provide a
high degree of flexibility and reliability, whilst giving the oversight, security and guarantee of file delivery which was crucially
needed.

Chris highlighted four key requirements which mean that MOVEit Automation came out on top, against it's competition:

"When compared to other products that we evaluated, MOVEit had the best selection of inbuilt/extensible scripting components
and a decent community backing. That is the single most important thing for us - that issues can be resolved quickly from the
community posts/input", said Chris Tranter

So far, Alliance Automotive have been creating basic collection and
delivery workflows, however soon they will be leveraging MOVEit Automation
in the first stages of their EDI consolidation programme.

When Chris was asked about his thoughts on the support and assistance provided by Advanced Cyber Solutions, he rated it as 5
out of 5 and said that the pre-sales support provided by Advanced Cyber Solutions has been excellent; and indicated that he
would recommend our services to other businesses looking for file transfer automation solutions and consultancy.

"We have needed some assistance with setting up workflows and connecting to Office 365 for email attachment collection.
Advanced Cyber Solutions has been able to assist in all these scenarios to a high capacity. We are very pleased with their work",
said Chris Tranter.
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